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Shelter, like food and healthcare, is a fundamental human
right. But in London, as in so many other global cities, we
are failing our citizens due to the very high cost of housing.
We can debate the role of financial speculation and other
factors in sending house prices in London skyrocketing, but
the persistent failure to build enough homes is a root cause.
London needs 70,000 homes a year or more; we are building
barely half that number.
The results of this are visible in the growing levels of
overcrowding – London is the only part of the UK where
household size is rising not falling – and longer commutes
that many of the city’s workers have to undertake. They
can be seen in the stagnation or decrease of incomes
after housing costs, and the growing number of working
London households living below the poverty line. They are
increasingly reflected in surveys of business that identify
the cost of living in London as a major challenge for growth
in the city.
So, where can we build more housing? Some argue that
we need to expand into the Green Belt, but we can see the
impact of urban sprawl in many cities across the world: dead
city centres, environmentally ruinous travel patterns, and
lifeless communities.
And there is still plenty of space within the city limits
to build a Compact City, which mixes live, work and leisure,
which uses brownfield land rather than greenfield, which
maximises access to public transport and which creates
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beautiful buildings and public spaces for all. London has
more people living in it than ever before, but the city is not
particularly dense by international standards. Cities that we
all enjoy visiting, like Paris, New York and Barcelona, achieve
much higher densities than London, and the densest parts of
our city are some of the most desirable – areas like Notting
Hill and Belgravia.
We need to find ways of densifying the city, but we cannot
simply bulldoze and rebuild large tracts of urban land. We
need to make sure that new housing in cities is built at the
right density, particularly in areas nearest public transport
hubs. But we must also look at intelligent ways of densifying
around and above existing buildings. Many streets in London
now bear the tell-tale signs of basements being dug out, but
we have a strange aversion to building up, adding additional
storeys to existing low and mid-rise buildings.
Skyroom have pioneered a clear, credible and viable
model for how we can realise the potential of the land
above our heads, the hundreds of thousands of flat rooftops
throughout London. Using off-site construction, welldesigned, environmentally-efficient homes could be installed
with minimal disruption to existing residents and could
be made available to modestly-paid key urban workers at
reasonable rents – helping to increase London’s prosperity
while promoting a fairer society.

Lord Richard Rogers
Founding Partner, Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners
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INTRODUCTION

by Professor Dame Henrietta Moore
Real incomes are falling and the number of affordable homes
for London’s key urban workers is not meeting the demand.
Key urban workers are faced with the challenging decision
of whether to remain in the city and risk falling into abject
poverty, or to leave the city either to work elsewhere, or
to suffer long commutes around already challenging shift
patterns. Londoners cannot expect to have their lives
supported by key urban workers if those key urban workers
are living in poverty themselves.
This document lays out a credible, well-considered
solution to the core issue underpinning the systemic issue of a
lack of affordable housing for London’s key urban workers: the
price of land. Supported by rigorous academic research, the
model proposed is presented at an opportune moment, with
a strong appetite from the Government for extending existing
buildings upwards. One of Skyroom’s key features is to make
the most of existing, inhabitable rooftops, enabling enormous
savings to be made through significantly reducing the cost of
land and thus making house-building much cheaper. Homes
become more affordable, and the cost of a minimum living
standard is reduced.
Housing is one of four areas which we at The Institute
for Global Prosperity consider to be a basic service; a
fundamental building block of life in the 21st Century which
we propose that there should be universal access to. Skyroom
homes will deliver multiple important benefits to residents,
including drastically reduced commuting times, affording
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key urban workers the time to take more rest, to spend more
time at leisure and to connect with people at home and in
their neighbourhoods. Here is an opportunity to strengthen
societal cohesion and civic pride, through connecting key urban
workers with each other and the communities they serve, and
providing them with beautiful, affordable, sustainable homes.
The Institute for Global Prosperity is launching this
white paper with Skyroom as we are searching for innovative
solutions to future-proof our cities. Our contribution forms
part of the work we have been doing on social prosperity, which
also includes the development of the concept of Universal
Basic Services. We are committed to supporting and influencing
public debate around new ideas, sustainable investment in
social infrastructures, and public policy aimed at improving the
quality of people’s lives.
We at The Institute for Global Prosperity seek to support
those entrepreneurs who set out to tackle the big challenges
of the 21st century and do so in a way that creates shared
social, environmental and economic impact. Skyroom is such a
solution. A well-considered, technically viable, environmentally
sustainable and socially progressive answer to the current
problem of providing affordable housing for key urban
workers in London. The model laid out in this paper provides
a blueprint which will contribute to the transformation of our
cities into healthy, sustainable, functional urban ecosystems.
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1
S U S TA I N A B L E
D E V E LO P M E N T
IN THE AGE OF
THE CITY

‘The future of humanity, and the
long-term sustainability of the globe,
are inextricably linked to the fate of
our cities.’
G E O F F R E Y W E S T, S C A L E

Sustainable Development in the Age of the City

13

Cities are the foundation of human civilisation, yet it is
easy to forget what a recent phenomenon they are. Only
100 typical human lifespans separate us from the world’s
first cities in Mesopotamia.
Indeed, for 95% of human history, not a single human
being lived in a city. 1 For most of the last 10,000 years, very
few people lived in a city (less than 0.5% of the population).
As late as 1800, only 3% of the world’s population lived
in cities. 2
With the industrial revolution, cities began growing in
population size and density as workers flocked to areas where
they could find jobs. With the introduction of mechanised
transport systems – first the train and then the car – they
began to sprawl outwards and unlock hitherto untouched
portions of the countryside.
By 1950, 30% of the world’s population lived in cities. By
2000, this figure had increased to 50%. By 2050, it is predicted
to rise to 70% and, by 2100, to between 85% and 95%. This
will be combined with a projected increase in population from
220 million in 1900 to 11.2 billion in 2100. 3 Between now and
2100, our cities will welcome three million new residents
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London, a low density city

a week. 4 Almost all of this urbanisation will happen in the
global south. 5
This demographic shift is one of the greatest upheavals in
world history: the form it takes will be critical for the future of
humanity and the planet. We are living in the Age of the City.

Larger,
denser city

Larger City

New York

cess continues
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More innovative and
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Generates wealth
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dense

HOW CITIES SCALE

More attractive

London

DATA: Peak people per km2: New York City (58,530), Mexico City (31,598), London (17,324) SOURCE: LSE Cities. Residential
density, London, New York, Mexico City (October 2013), accessed 9th March 2020 https://LSECiti.es/u25691340
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The 21st century’s challenges are complex and
interconnected, ranging from climate emergency to mental
wellbeing, natural resource depletion to education standards,
inequality to mass migration, and health disparities to
population growth.
Cities act as social, environmental and economic
amplifiers of both positive and negative factors. This is
because cities scale superlinearly, which explains why they
work so well: 6 as the population of a city increases by 100%,
its residents get 115% more innovative, 115% more productive
and 115% more wealthy. However, not all growth is good:
inequality, crime rates, and rates of spread of infectious
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How cities scale
SUPERLINEAR SCALING
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How cities scale
SUBLINEAR SCALING
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diseases also increase by 115%. We have seen the superlinear
scaling effect recently and dramatically in the COVID-19
pandemic, with mega-cities such as New York City laid low
by this fundamental law of scaling and urban geography.
In addition to the advantages and disadvantages of
superlinear scaling, certain elements within cities scale
sublinearly. As a city’s population grows, its infrastructure
requirements scale sublinearly.7 This sublinear scaling effect
creates massive efficiency savings. Infrastructure measures,
such as the length of roads, electric cables, and water pipes
and the number of petrol stations, increase by just 85%,
creating a saving of 15%.
Together, these superlinear and sublinear scaling effects
within cities create the conditions for a self-reinforcing
process in the city: a larger and denser city is more innovative
and generates more wealth, is more efficient and needs less
infrastructure and fewer resources. This attracts more people,
which, in turn, makes the city larger, denser, wealthier, more
innovative and more efficient. And so the cycle continues.
A H I S TO RY O F F U T U R E C I T I E S

Over 80% of the cities of 2050 already exist.

CLICK AMERICANA

The Future: Your Personal ‘Flying Carpet’
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When we think of future cities, we are tempted to think that
they will be vastly different from the present. We are sold
fantastical visions of techno-utopias (often, in fact, dystopias):
gleaming skyscrapers, vertical farms, artificial intelligence
running parts of our lives, autonomous vehicles, 3D printed
kitchen utensils, virtual worlds and, of course, flying cars.
The reality is more mundane. The cities of the future may
well be surprisingly similar to the way they are today.
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Over 80% of cities in the developed economies of 2050
already exist.8 These cities change by less than 1% every
few years. In London, it is less than half that figure: up to
5% each decade.
In 2016, the United Nations created the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), a framework for identifying,
measuring and addressing the global challenges of the
21st century. Goal 11 acknowledges that cities are crucial
to realising these ambitions, and ties all 17 goals together:
‘Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable’. 9
‘Sustainable development cannot be achieved without
significantly transforming the way we build and manage
our urban spaces.’
The United Nations
The Age of the City – characterised by over half the planet
living in cities and rapid urban growth – has created many of
the challenges the SDGs now seek to address, but they are also
the best places to solve them. The city acts simultaneously
as disease, patient, laboratory and cure.
To help realise the SDGs, city makers are changing the
way they use three key levers: the way energy is resourced
and consumed, how infrastructure is built, and how land
is managed.

Buckminster Fuller

In 1972, the architect and futurist R. Buckminster Fuller
introduced the metaphor of a trim tab for the way a small
change can have a huge impact. A trim tab is a tiny device
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that acts as a small rudder, used to turn the larger rudder of
big ships, offering significant leverage in terms of steering
and changing the direction of the ship. From this, one can see
that, if strategically placed, seemingly small and insignificant
interventions can have a huge impact.
Urban interventions are often large, expensive and
disruptive. The trim tab approach is the opposite, in that it
delivers the largest possible impact with the smallest possible
intervention. In other words, it does more with less.
This paper is concerned with using the trim tab approach
to deliver on the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals and to
make a meaningful positive impact for our key workers and to
our cities by 2030. Our options are:
1. To focus on ensuring that this 5% – the degree to which
a city like London changes over the course of a decade –
has the greatest possible impact. This approach is the most
sensible. It requires detailed analysis and understanding
of cities.
2. To try to increase this 5% to 6%, or even 10%, by identifying
new opportunities within the city. This approach is sensible
but more challenging, as it requires greater disruption within
cities and associated social and economic costs.
3. To find ways to retrofit the remaining 95% of the city. This
approach is challenging and unrealistic. Accordingly, it is
not addressed in this paper.
The question we ask ourselves is: ‘What is the trim tab for
making cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable in the
Age of the City?’
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2
HOMES FOR
KEY WORKERS

‘Decent, affordable housing should be a
basic right for everybody… The reason is
simple: without stable shelter, everything
else falls apart.’
M AT T H E W O S M O N D

Homes for Key Workers
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Key workers are overlooked and undervalued. With unaffordable
housing, they are priced out of the areas where they work and
forced to make lengthy commutes, enduring personal hardship
and stress. This creates financial and social instability and our
cities and public services suffer as a result.

T H E VA L U E O F K E Y W O R K E R S T O S O C I E T Y

Key workers keep our cities running.
They are our nurses, teachers, police officers, firefighters,
bus drivers and social care workers. They bring us into this
world, teach and support us, protect us from harm, save us
from fires, transport us around, and tend to us when we are
unwell. Due to their service, we have the opportunity to live
in our cities as free, happy, healthy, educated, empowered and
safe citizens.
Key workers are the most trusted members of our society.
They are hugely valuable functionally and socially to our
society, but they are not highly valued economically. While
considered intangible, trust does in fact have a measurable
economic value. Analysis of the World Bank International
Comparison Database and the World Values Survey data
implies a strong correlation between levels of trust and Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) per capita (see page 39, top).
Key workers are also the most aspirational jobs for
children. In a recent survey of the jobs most sought after by
15-year-old students, four of the five most desired professions
were those of key workers. 10

Trust and key workers
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The Police
Ordinary person in street
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TOP: Ipsos Mori, Veracity Index 2019 - all professions, “For these different types of people, would you tell me if you generally
trust them to tell the truth, or not?”
BOTTOM: P. Musset, and L. Mytna Kurekova, ‘Working it out: Career Guidance and Employer Engagement’, OECD Education
Working Papers, No. 175, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2018, p. 27
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Economic segregation and inequality

A TA L E O F T W O C I T I E S

‘Any city, however small, is in fact divided into two, one
the city of the poor, the other of the rich. These are at war
with one another.’
Plato, The Republic
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Inequality is one of the most pressing issues of our time.
One of the negative outcomes of the superlinear scaling
effect of cities is that, as cities grow, so too do the levels of
inequality. 11 London, like other cities around the world, has
come to represent two cities, one for the privileged, the
other, for those struggling to get by. A study of the 100 largest
metropolitan areas in the USA found a clear correlation
between inequality and rent burdens. For every percentage
point you increased the Gini coefficient (the main way of
measuring national inequality by social scientists), the
amount of severely rent-burdened households rose by 2.2%
in 2000, and 4.4% between 2008 and 2012. If one analyses
the data over time, for every percentage point increase
enjoyed by one metropolitan area over another, its severely
rent-burdened population rose 2.9% more quickly. 12
C I T I E S C O M P O U N D S O C I A L S E G R E G AT I O N

SOURCE: S. Musterd, S. Marcińczak, M. van Ham M, T. Tammaru, ‘Socio-Economic Segregation in European Capital Cities’,
(Abingdon, 2015). Cit. ‘ Economic Segregation and Inequality in Europe’s Cities’, Citylab.com, November 16 2016 [https://www.
citylab.com/life/2015/11/economic-segregation-and-inequality-in-europes-cities/415920/]
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In a European Research Council and Marie Curie project,
a clear correlation was found between Gini coefficient
increases and residential segregation. Residential segregation
is measured by the index of dissimilarity, or how evenly
social groups are distributed in the component groups of
a larger geographical area. An example could be Americans
of European or South-American descent in the districts of

Homes for Key Workers
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Los Angeles. The researchers found that, over a decade in
ten out of twelve of the cities, social segregation and income
inequality increased in tandem. This implies that, in the
majority of cases, the bigger the division between rich and
poor in a city, the more likely they are to lead
segregated lives. 13

The proportion of poor households in London
grew by 15% between 1980 and 2010.
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New Simplified Map of London drawn from memory, Ellis Nadler

ELLIS NADLER

London is particularly divided. Between 1980 and 2010, the
proportion of poor households in central London increased
from 28% to 43%. Over the same period, the percentage of
wealthy households increased from 15% to 27%. Households
making up the ‘middle’ or medium class have fallen from 57%
to 30%. 14 This shows that the city is increasingly becoming
one of extremes, not of equals – a tale of two cities.
Wealthier and poorer people are found to be living in
increasingly siloed areas. In 2015, London represented 14%
of the UK’s population, and yet it was responsible for 23% of
its GDP. 15 Together with the South East, it represented nearly
40% of the nation’s GDP. 16 And yet within London, certain
areas contribute more to the nation’s wealth – for example,
the Westminster City Council contributed over ten times
more to the UK’s wealth in 2017 than the London Borough
of Haringey. 17
Some areas, such as the City of London, capture a massive
proportion of the city’s GDP. 18 Within these areas, a few
residents capture an even greater percentage of that area’s
GDP. 19 This is a classic example of the superlinear scaling
effects of cities. Indeed, this concentration of resources, skills
and ideas in fewer and fewer places sharply divides London
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Life expectancy and inequality
Life Expectancy

Location
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Garden
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Holborn

84
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Russell
Square

81
years

King’s
Cross

and many of the world’s cities into ‘winners’ and ‘losers’.
It ensures that the ‘winning cities’ become unaffordable
for all but the wealthiest residents.
Whilst this inequality can be more jarring in less
developed economies, it is equally prevalent, if slightly more
discreet, in major cities of modern Western economies.
For example, if we look at the health implications of this
inequality and its spatial dimension in London, average
lifespans decline the further away from Central London
you go (see page 36). 20 The range of life expectancies in
the wealthiest areas compared to the poorest varies by 14
years. Perhaps most incredibly, one stop on the DLR from
Canary Wharf means a drop of six years in life expectancy
from 88 years to 82 years. Two more stops and the average
life expectancy falls to 79 years, which is at the lowest end of
average life expectancies for new-born children in London. 21
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted these
inequalities, with lockdown being practically and
economically more damaging to those who are less well-off.
T H E C O ST OF I N A DE Q U E T E HO U S I NG TO K E Y WOR K E R S

79
years

Caledonian
Road

78
years

Holloway

In London, around one million key workers support a
population of nine million people. 22 62% of London’s key
workers are looking for jobs outside London due to the price
of housing. 23 Indeed, this is already happening, with 54%
of London’s emergency key workers already forced to live
outside the city. 24
This number escalates to 70% when looking at of
London’s nursing staff, who live and work in different areas. 25
The Royal College of Nursing warned in January 2020:

SOURCE: Data taken from Oliver O'Brien, Lives on the Line, A Map of Life Expectancy at Birth, Consumer Data Research
Centre, December 2016.
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Percentage (%) of people agreeing with the statement
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Healthcare workers join the public in applauding
key workers weekly during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Percentage (%) of head teachers that say recruitment
of teaching roles is "much harder" than five years ago.
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TOP: Inglehart, R., C. Haerpfer, A. Moreno, C. Welzel, K. Kizilova, J. Diez-Medrano, M. Lagos, P. Norris, E. Ponarin & B. Puranen et
al. (eds.), World Values Survey: Round Six - Country-Pooled Datafile Version, Madrid, JD Systems Institute, V. 24, ‘Most people
can be trusted’. World Bank, International Comparison Database, GDP per capita, PPP (current international $) 2014,
BOTTOM: London Councils, Talking Heads: The view of London’s School Leaders on Future Challenges, June 2017.
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TOP: Alois Stutzer and Bruno S. Frey, ‘Stress That Doesn’t Pay: The Commuting Paradox’, The Scandinavian Journal of Economics, Vol. 110, No. 2 (Jun., 2008), p. 348
BOTTOM: Table 1, p.13, Office of National Statistics, Index of Private Housing Rental Prices, Great Britain: May 2018, Office of
National Statistics, June 2018; p.6, House of Commons Library, Briefing Paper CBP 8037: Public sector pay, House of Commons
Library, 3 May 2018
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‘Nurses are living more precariously [and] feeling
less financially stable… to meet the cost of travel and
accomodation.’ 26
London now has the highest rate of teachers leaving the
profession in the country, with most citing the lack of
affordable housing as the main reason.
This is a problem that is only set to worsen. 27 Indeed, all
these factors were in place before the COVID-19 pandemic,
which has brought about global recognition for the critical
role of key workers in supporting our cities. During the
pandemic outbreak in 2020, people in countries around the
world clapped from their homes in gratitude for the service
of healthcare workers, and charitable appeals raised millions
of pounds within days.

Over half of London’s key workers cannot
afford to live in the city.
However, goodwill is one thing: Translating this momentum
and words into real action and tangible results is quite
another. The proof will be in providing more homes for key
workers that are affordable, sustainable, and beautiful.
This issue is not going away. The high cost of housing
and the spatial dimension of inequality has most severely
impacted London’s key workers. This impact is quantifiable
in terms of time and money.
A June 2019 Shelter campaign highlights
the instability of a healthcare worker.

Even whilst living a long way from the centre, key workers
need to put a substantial proportion of their salaries towards
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SHELTER

F I N A N C I A L I N S TA B I L I T Y
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housing (see page 40, top), typically over 60%. In the UK,
they have suffered from a long period of real-term wage
stagnation at a time when the cost of renting a home in a city
has increased significantly (see page 41, bottom).

We run the very real risk of pricing key workers
out of London.
As Richard Florida notes in The New Urban Crisis, ‘[key]
workers actually ended up worse off in large, expensive cities
after paying for their housing.’ 28 With wage rises lagging
behind rental increases (and inflation), we run the very real
risk of pricing key workers out of London. Indeed, this has
already started to happen, with London’s firefighters recently
having to relax their ‘London residence only’ rule to fill
recruitment gaps. 29

on commuting. 31 Commuting takes them on average 1.3 hours
a day. This works out at 20 days a year, or 103 million working
days when multiplied by London’s working population. 32
Furthermore, those providing essential and emergency
services often have irregular shift patterns and hours of work.
They tend to live furthest away from public transport routes
and have to make long commutes to cities at antisocial times
of day. Their suburban commutes often include a maze of
bus and train rides with multiple transfers and long walks
in places with inadequate pedestrian infrastructure. 33
‘In the last eight years I have gone from owning my own home
to living in a bedroom with shared facilities. I am in debt and
struggling to pay it off.’
Nurse testimonial, Royal College of Nurses
WELLBEING

T I M E P OVE RT Y

Key workers spend the equivalent of 20 days a
year commuting into London.
Key workers have to live near our cities in order to provide
the essential care and services we all need.
However, the high cost of housing is pushing them further
and further away from the centre. This increases commuting
time, negatively affecting quality of life and meaning that they
are denied the economic opportunities, services, amenities
and upward mobility that our cities have to offer. The
majority of police and firefighters (56% and 53% respectively)
live outside of London. 30
In London, 11.6% of the average worker’s income is spent
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The Government’s ‘Commuting and Personal Wellbeing
Report’ found that commuters have a lower sense that what
they do is worthwhile, elevated levels of anxiety, and lower
scores on ‘happiness’ and life satisfaction scales. 34 This
echoed the findings from the ‘Commuting Paradox’ paper
by two economists at the University of Zurich, which found
that people with long commutes ‘report significantly lower
subjective wellbeing’. 35 They calculated that a one hour
reduction in commuting time was worth a 40% pay rise in
terms of reported levels of happiness. 36 For a single person,
it had the same effect on happiness as finding or losing a
partner. 37 A one-hour shorter commute is equivalent to your
levels of happiness when falling in love.
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Giving our key workers the equivalent of a £187
million per annum pay increase.
If Skyroom’s solution – housing key workers near to
where they work – is implemented at scale, the impact on
key worker satisfaction could be profound. It would be
the equivalent in terms of life satisfaction of giving each
key worker a 40% pay rise in terms of reported levels of
happiness. This would equate to a salary increase of £9,357
for the average firefighter or nurse. 38
Should Skyroom fulfil its plan to provide 10,000 new
homes for key workers near to where they work, that would
be the equivalent, in terms of life satisfaction, to a total
Government pay package increase of £187,140,000 per year
(assuming two key workers per home and average salaries,
spread across 10,000 new homes). 39
Skyroom provides a solution for the predicament of key
workers for a number of reasons.
1. Key workers are the group most in need of homes in the
centre of our cities; 40
2. Key workers are the most valued and trusted members
of our society; 41
3. Key workers are least likely to be an unpopular new
resident within an existing community; 42
4. Key workers are unlikely to move rapidly out of their
current income bracket (either up or down).43
5. Key workers in the public sector have long-term job
security and steady incomes.44
All the above points are increasingly urgent and relevant in
the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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MARKET
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‘Nothing is too good for
ordinary people.’
B E RT H O L D LU B E T K I N
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Rising house prices force people out of cities. The primary cost of
a home is not the building itself, but the land on which it sits. We
do not have a housing crisis; the crisis we have is due to the cost of
suitable urban building land.

The Government has acknowledged this, framing the
challenges as the need to build many more homes
1. of the type people want to live in; and
2. in the places they want to live. 47
This paper proposes a way to achieve this, and goes further,
to ensure that these homes:

T H E VA L U E O F A H O M E

‘I want everyone, no matter where they live, to have access
to affordable, safe, quality housing and l ive in communities
with a real sense of place.’ 45
Secretary of State for Housing, March 2020
Homes are incredibly valuable. They act as a physical
shelter, a psychological refuge and a stable, and sometimes
appreciating, asset. They take space, time, effort, skill, design,
engineering and expertise to build. So, it makes sense that a
home is the most expensive thing most of us will ever buy.
But providing affordable, sustainable, beautiful homes close
to peoples’ work and leisure amenities is a challenge that
cities around the world are struggling to address. In the Age
of the City, this is only going to get more challenging, and
more urgent: we need to build over one billion more homes,
globally, by 2030. 46
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3. are for the key workers who need them most
4. are at prices that intended residents can afford to pay; and
5. minimise their impact on the environment.
THE COST OF A HOME

‘Our broken housing market is one of the greatest
barriers to progress in Britain today.’
Prime Minister, 2017 Housing White Paper
The cost of homes has become prohibitively expensive in
many cities around the world. In April 2020, the average
house price in London was £484,000; more than five times
the 1970 average after adjusting for inflation. 48 49 This is
nearly twenty times the average annual salary in the UK. 50
As a result, it is very challenging for most, and impossible
for some, to get on the housing ladder. This in turn has
resulted in a rapidly rising share of people living in the private
rented sector, which has increased from 14% of Londoners
in 1990 to 26% in 2011, 51 and is anticipated to reach 40%
by 2030. 52 The average rent for a two-bedroom apartment
absorbs more than 50% of gross average earnings in
seventeen London boroughs, and the average London worker
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Affordable home completions in London

Average house price (‘000s)

£500k

is spending 53% of their earnings on rent, up from 45% in
2011. 53 As the population continues to increase, reaching
10 million by 2030, London’s housing crisis is forecast to
get more acute. 54
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‘The provision of public housing that is of high quality,
suitably located and affordable has… become a barometer of
London’s health and success as an economically and socially
sustainable city.’
New London Architecture
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According to the London Plan, London needs a minimum of
an additional 64,935 homes a year between 2019 and 2029
to meet its need for market and affordable housing. 55 Only
370,000 homes were built in the nineteen years between 1997
and 2016, despite the fact that London’s population increased
by 1.7 million. 56 London is also building fewer affordable
homes with only 6,287 for social rent completed in 2018. 57
Even fewer are affordable for London’s key workers.
For example, only 7% of London homes can be afforded by
a teacher on an average salary. 58 The Halifax Key Worker
Housing Review estimates that the average home in London
is valued at 11.4 times the average salary of a key worker. With
high rents and stagnating wages, the prospect of being able
to afford to buy a home in London is simply not realistic for
most key workers. 59
‘I live in a shared house with my partner, I cannot afford to
live alone with my partner, I cannot afford to save a deposit
for a house, I cannot afford to have children.’
Nurse testimonial, Royal College of Nurses
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The average London rent is over 80% of the
average police constable’s post-tax income.
For those living in rented accommodation, the issue of
affordability is just as severe. The average rent in London for
2019 was £1,450 per month – equal to over 80% of the average
police constable or inner London trainee teacher’s income
after tax. 60
These high housing costs, and the lack of affordable
housing, hurt ordinary working people the most. The issue
of affordability, as well as quality and sustainability, are tied
to the volume of homes we build, the techniques we use,
and where we build them.
LO R D S O F T H E L A N D

The ownership of land in London is unevenly distributed.
A small number of large organisations own a high proportion
of London’s land. These landlords are broadly categorised as:
T H E S TAT E

its substantial estate. 65
Only in 2016 was the first ever comprehensive register of
public land in London published, highlighting the potential
to develop 40,000 sites, and on them, a minimum of 130,000
homes. 66 A dedicated Public Land team at both the Ministry
of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG)
and the GLA exist to accelerate the release of and delivery
of homes.
LO C A L C O U N C I L S

Local Councils are one of the UK’s largest landlords.
London’s 32 boroughs, and the City of London own between
25–30% of London. 67 Much of this is taken up by low-density
housing. It is estimated that there are 3,500 housing estates
across London. Only 50 of these have been redeveloped in the
last 20 years,68 leaving a huge opportunity for redevelopment.
As Yolande Barnes notes:
‘[Council estates] occupy land that could, theoretically, supply
homes for many more people if they were re-developed to the
same densities that exist in surrounding streets that... contain
older, low-rise and mid-rise terraced houses and mansion
blocks which are considered desirable and valuable
by the people who live in them.’ 69

In the UK, central and local government is the largest
landlord by some margin. Government departments own not
only much of London but hundreds of thousands of buildings
and pieces of infrastructure across the country – from schools
and hospitals to sewage works and heritage sites, through
organisations such as the Greater London Authority (GLA),
Transport for London, 61 Network Rail, and the National
Health Service (NHS) Trusts and NHS Property Services. 62
Totalling an estimated 40% of all developable sites and
27% of brownfield land, 63 the public sector has since 2017 64
intensified its programme to capture land value uplift from

The housebuilding boom, starting post-war and running up
until the late 1970s, was delivered equally by the public and
private sectors, but by 1990, the volume of homes being built
by local authorities plummeted. In recent years, council
housebuilding capacity has seen a renaissance: with the lifting
of the HRA borrowing cap in 2018 and the Mayor of London
making more funding available, boroughs are now building
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more homes than at any time in the last 40 years. More than
half have established their own development companies in
order to accelerate the rate of construction of both market
and affordable homes. 70
H O U S I N G A S S O C I AT I O N S

Housing associations are one of the UK’s largest landlords.
The biggest dozen alone own and manage more than
600,000 homes in London, and collectively they house
one in ten Londoners. 71 72
T H E G R E AT E S TAT E S

Significant swathes of London are owned by historic estates,
from the Benyon Estate in Hackney through to the Portman
Estate in Marylebone. These historic holdings include some
of London’s most important properties and valuable pieces
of urban land, from the land surrounding Buckingham Palace
(the Crown Estate) through to Belgrave Square, the home of
over twenty embassies. 73 This land tends to be concentrated
in Central London, again due to its historic provenance.
These estates are unusual in that they own large swathes of
contiguous or identical housing. Many of these estates have
become property companies in their own right (Grosvenor,
for example). 74
P R I VAT E A N D C O R P O R AT E

Property companies like Land Securities or British Land
own large amounts of land in London. They are more likely
to own mixed-use developments, incorporating office, retail
and housing. Notable private estates include Canary Wharf,
East Village, Broadgate Estate and Canada Water. 75 Property
companies have undertaken some of London’s largest recent
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developments, 76 typically working in partnership with local
councils, housing associations and housebuilders.
Some of the largest estates in London are held by
sovereign wealth funds 77 and foreign governments. The
Government of Kuwait controls the 16th largest slice, coming
in just three places behind the UK Government. 78 Companies
registered outside of the UK were estimated to own 42,500
properties in London in 2020. 79
Pension funds and insurance companies often hold
property assets. The area of land owned by Aviva and Legal
& General combined would overspill the boundary of Hyde
Park. 80 81 Also among the top 100 largest property owners in
the capital are household-name supermarkets and retailers
Tesco, John Lewis and Walmart, and logistics brands Royal
Mail, Big Yellow and Car Giant. 82 83
The Church, which owned a quarter of all land in England
when the Domesday Book was compiled in 1086, now holds
a portfolio of 105,000 acres in England. 84 Only 24.7% of this
land is in London, since the Church Commissioners sold off
much of its Central London assets in the 1950s and 60s. 85 86 87
T H E H O U S I N G C R I S I S ? A L A N D VA L U E C R I S I S

‘Buy land, they’re not making it anymore.’
Mark Twain
The primary cost of a home is not the building itself, but the
land on which the home is built. Most of the increases and
fluctuations we see in the market are an expression of the
volatility of the underlying price of land. 88 In 2008, the land
component accounted for over 70% of the average house
price in the UK, rising from around 50% 30 years ago and
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around 25% 50 years ago. 89 In real terms, there has been a
1,500% increase in the cost of land since 1959. 90 The average
price of a house, excluding land, rose by only about 25% as
much over the same period, in part due to the reduction in
the size of homes being built.
In order to understand why this is, we need to delve into
the business model
of housebuilders and property
developers.
Larger,
House price
denser
city
increase
The problem lies in the way buyers and sellers determine land
prices. The process is to:
More innovative

Urban land

Development

price rises
1. outwards
Start with what the site could
sell for if it was developed
and upwards
and made up of finished homes that maximise the
intensifies
developers’ returns (‘A’).
Generates wealth
2. Deduct a percentage
as the developers’ profit (‘I’).
Limited supply
Attracts
of urban
3. Deduct the total
build costs andmore
a percentage
as a
people
building land
contingency (‘N’).
4. Define what remains as the land value (‘G’).

G = A –(I + N )

Larger,
denser city

House price
increase

More innovative
Urban land
price rises

Development
outwards
and upwards
intensifies

Generates wealth
Limited supply
of urban
building land
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Due to the high level of demand for homes in cities such as
London, the price of land (‘G’) is very high and continues to
rise. ‘I’ and ‘N’ remain steady, or decrease over time, which
has the net effect of the cost of land increasing significantly.
The most profitable element of house building in the UK
is land ownership and a practice known as land banking. 91
Since 1990, UK investments in land have realised an annual
rate of return of 14.9%, rather than the 4.4% annual rate
of return realised by UK investments in finished homes.
Availability of land in general is not the problem – despite
being one of the most densely populated countries in the
world, over 97% of the UK is not built on. 92 The problem is
the limited supply of suitable urban building land in those
areas of the city where demand is most acute. Land is scarce
precisely where it is needed most. Supply is limited to what
is already there. Demand is caused by the extreme clustering
of economic activity. The more competition there is for a
limited amount of urban building land the more expensive
it becomes. More expensive land drives housing prices up and
those who can’t afford it, out.
If we want to change the economics of housing, we can
no longer tinker around the edges, finding small, incremental
wins. This approach has resulted in some peculiar and often
substandard ‘innovations’ such as the use of poor-quality
materials and unsafe cladding systems, the tiny apartment
movement, and co-living. We can no longer ignore the major
line item in the unit economics: we must challenge the fact
that the land on which homes are built accounts for over 70%
of the final cost.
We need to ask ourselves: ‘How can we materially reduce
the cost of suitable urban building land?’
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SK YROOM

4
THE SKYROOM
SOLUTION

‘We can’t make more land, but we
can develop the land we have more
intensively and efficiently.’
R I C H A R D F LO R I D A , T H E N E W U R B A N C R I S I S
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An innovative technical and development model enables Skyroom
to unlock the airspace above existing buildings and build homes
faster and more economically than traditional methods.

UP
Life
on Mars

Flying cars
Skyscraper

High rise
Banlieues

Infill developments

Urban sprawl

Upward extension

Suburbs

Retrofit
IN

The demand to live in certain areas of certain cities is
increasing at a rapid pace. This means that the value of
suitable urban building land in these areas will remain
high and is likely to continue to rise over time, providing a
significant barrier to building any (but particularly affordable)
additional homes. The only way to increase and improve the
supply of new homes is to use technical and business model
innovation to dramatically reduce the cost of this suitable
urban building land.
As cities grow, we have a finite number of options for the
form that their expansion will take:
1. Upwards and/or downwards
2. Inwards and/or outwards
T H E C O M PA C T C I T Y

Basement extension

Underground shelter
Mausoleum

OUT

Mines
Underground

Boring Company

Depth scraper

DOWN

This paper argues in favour of expansion inwards and
upwards.
Our cities are not made up of homogenous blocks, so
we need to use different modes of development to realise
the Compact City model: retrofitting, infill development,
and upwards extension.
Skyroom proposes a new solution for realising this
mode of development using both technical and business
model innovations.

Each model of urban development has its proponents and
opponents. Downwards development has proved to be
disproportionately disruptive and makes for a poor living
environment. Outwards development, restricted in London
by the Green Belt, does nothing to alleviate the shortage of
available land in cities.
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Rogers, Richard, and Phillip Gumuchdjian. Cities for a small planet. Tokyo: Kashima Shuppankai, 2002 (1996). p39. Translated by
Yashiro, Tomoya, Wada, Atsushi, and Takaharu, Tezuka
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A 1960s map of London’s growth areas and the green belt
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T H E A N SW E R I S A BOVE O U R H E A D S

CA L L TO ACT I O N

London contains a significant quantity of disused urban land
that would be suitable for building on. Historically, certain
pieces of land have been seen as unsuitable for development
because they are not aligned with the business model,
financing or building methods of mainstream property
developers or house builders. Hence, they are available
to be purchased at a relatively low price.

Conservative attitudes within the London property market,
combined with its historic strength, has meant that
innovative technologies and business models have often
been overlooked. However, as the wider digital revolution
accelerates exponentially and the traditional construction
workforce shrinks, the industry comes to a crossroads. 99
Commissioned by the Government to review the state
of the construction industry, Mark Farmer concluded with
the recommendation that ‘the housing sector should be
used as a scalable pilot programme’ for driving innovation
in construction by ‘transitioning from traditional to premanufactured approaches’. 100
Skyroom is calling for a change in the way we view the
development potential of the city: a shift in mindset whereby
private landlords, housing associations and the public sector
look upwards, to value their assets hiding in plain sight. Many
of these potential rooftop sites are small, inviting a series of
incremental development projects, each proportionate to its
immediate neighbourhood and appropriate to its context.
This is an opportunity for London to lead the way and
pioneer an attitude which could help to make our cities fit
to support their key workers for generations to come.
Skyroom’s technical and development model innovations
allow for the delivery of affordable, sustainable, beautiful
homes for key workers.

Hundreds of thousands of homes could be
built on London’s flat rooftops.
Over 10% of London’s buildings have flat rooftops which
have the potential to be built on, 93 but at present, fewer
than 2% of new homes in London per year are created by
upward extension. 94 Flat rooftops thus represent a huge,
underexplored, and currently under-used land bank in the
centre of London. Many of London’s flat rooftops have
existing communal rooftop access, easily extendable utilities
and the structural integrity to take significant additional
weight.95 Estimates for the potential of this opportunity vary.
Joint research by engineering firm WSP and UCL suggest
that there is capacity to build 630,000 new homes on top of
London’s municipal buildings. 96 Knight Frank suggests there
is scope to build 41,000 rooftop homes in central London
alone;97 the architecture firm HTA Design has identified
capacity for precisely 179,126 new homes. 98
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Modern Methods of Construction

Existing building

Skyroom works with a network of industry-leading partners to:

Multiple-storey extension
including exoskeleton

1. Identify, survey and secure suitable buildings in
London using proprietary advanced geospatial mapping
technology.
2. Invite the buildings’ residents and neighbouring
community to express their needs and concerns at
concept development stage and continue engagement
throughout construction.
3. Design standardised, precision-manufactured homes;
optimise layout and secure planning permission.
4. Commission the homes to be built off-site in a stateof-the-art factory.
5. Install the homes with minimal disruption to existing
residents and integrate access and services.
6. Market and sell the homes to key workers via
established Registered Providers and, if appropriate,
on the open market.

Timeline for traditional build

Design time

On-site construction

Timeline for Modern Methods of Construction

Design time
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Off-site
construction
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BUILDING ON POLITICAL MOMENTUM

The Government is eager to increase residential densities
in town centres and locations with good access to public
transport. Its focus has until recently been on brownfield
land. Helping London to build upwards incrementally will
provide much-needed homes in the capital while protecting
open spaces and the Green Belt.
Upwards extensions have received significant support
from central and local government in recent years.101 A 2016
consultation by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and
Local Government and the Mayor of London confirmed
its commitment to:
‘...supporting housing supply by providing greater freedom
to “build up” in London… reducing the pressure to “build
out”... to provide homes for Londoners while protecting
the countryside.’ 102
Furthermore, the Government’s 2017 Housing White Paper
stated that it would actively encourage urban developments: 103
‘...where buildings can be extended upwards by using the
airspace [disused, flat rooftops] above them.’ 104

LEGAL & GENER AL

In July 2018, the Government went further, by revising the
National Planning Policy Framework to support the delivery
of additional homes on the rooftops of existing buildings:
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‘Planning policies and decisions should: support opportunities
to use the airspace above existing residential and commercial
premises for new homes.’ 105
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Reforms to the planning system, backed by additional funding
in the Chancellor’s March 2020 budget, have been designed to
incentivise local authorities towards:
‘building upwards on already developed land and stations,
densifying greatly in existing areas, and making the most of
their underutilised brownfield land.’ 106
This drive for upwards extension became a central policy in
2020, before the publication of the Planning White Paper, with
the affirmation that the Government will, by the same summer,
introduce permitted development rights as a mechanism for
speeding up the number of upwards extension projects.
In the same breath, the Secretary of State for Housing
made clear that agency will be redistributed away from mass
housebuilders:
‘The government will work with local authorities [and] Small
and Medium-Sized Enterprise (SME) housebuilders… to shape
a long-term programme of reform for the country’s planning
system and housing market.’ 107

In a move not seen by recent Governments, in February 2020
the Minister of State for Housing, Communities and Local
Government announced a new scheme which prioritises
‘key workers, such as nurses, police and teachers’. 109 Under
consultation at the time this paper went to print, ‘First
Homes’ applies a 30% discount to local people struggling to
purchase a home at market prices and carries this discount
forward to subsequent owners.
Current policy-making for MHCLG is further being
informed by two campaigns. One campaign, to which the
Government has pledged to respond, is the Building Better,
Building Beautiful Commission, which lobbies for changes to
the planning system that would enable ‘better design’, ‘greater
community engagement’ and ‘the greening of our towns and
cities’.110 111 The second is the legally binding requirement
for the Government to bring greenhouse gas emissions to net
zero by 2050112, which for the housing sector means playing
its part in meeting decarbonisation targets. 113 114

Responding to the London Plan, in which the GLA set out its
target to build 52,000 homes a year, the Secretary of State for
Housing criticised this number for not reflecting the capital’s
true needs, asserting:
‘We must build more, better and greener homes…This means
densifying, taking advantage of opportunities around existing
infrastructure and making best use of brownfield and
underutilised land.’ 108
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SKYROOM HOMES

Skyroom designs, develops and installs homes in the airspace
above existing buildings with drastically reduced build times.

Allow our key workers to live well, near where
they work.

SK YROOM

— Locate people on lower incomes near transport
connections and close to their social networks.
— Afford people disposable income by making it possible
to rent or buy significantly below market rates.
— Save time lost on long commutes to and from homes
further from the centre.
— Build community by creating a space for neighbours
to interact and develop social ties. 115
— Lift households out of fuel poverty by providing wellinsulated, well-ventilated homes made from high-quality,
durable materials.
— Accommodate key workers’ family and lifestyle needs
with spacious rooms and and communal outdoor space.
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Improve quality of life with well-designed homes
and outdoor space.

SK YROOM

— Improve mental wellbeing and cognitive function
through the passive use of green space, like enjoying the
amazing views.
— Facilitate active, low-carbon, travel (for example, by foot
or by bike) by bringing amenity space – schools, surgeries,
nurseries and neighbourhood shops – closer to home. 116
— Absorb noise pollution – a minimum of 10dB 117 –
and purify the air by absorbing CO2, screening toxic
particulates and producing oxygen on green rooves. 118
— Encourage biodiversity by providing habitats for birds,
bees, and other pollinators. 119
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Preserve heritage and support local
economic growth.

SK YROOM

— Preserve physical heritage by safeguarding buildings
from demolition and refurbishing them for longevity.
— Reduce both ‘embodied’ energy (the energy used in
material preparation, transportation and construction)
and ‘operational’ energy’ (the energy used to keep a
home running) of existing buildings.
— Resource local public sector employers with key workers
to deliver essential services.
— Increase the value of existing properties in the
surrounding area and reduce service charges in
the building.
— Generate more council tax income and boost spending
with local businesses by creating more households in
the neighbourhood.
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SK YROOM

5
A D V A N TA G E S
OF SKYROOM
HOMES

‘Call me trim tab.’
B U C K M I N S T E R F U L L E R , G R AV E S T O N E

Advantages of Skyroom Homes

83

By understanding network effects of cities, we see how strategic
interventions in the city’s fabric have an amplifying effect. The
advantages of providing homes for key workers close to where they
work are felt by their employers, their family and friends, their
neighbours and other city-dwellers.

Environmental
advantages

A T R I M TA B F O R T H E C I T Y

As cities expand to accommodate growing populations, the cost
of urban land will follow the same trajectory. To change the
economics of housing, we need to tackle the disproportionate
and diverging costs of home vs land.
Skyroom has found a way to significantly reduce the cost
of suitable urban building land in the centre of cities, and use
it to provide affordable, sustainable, beautiful homes for key
workers. Each Skyroom development aims to be the physical
embodiment of Buckminster Fuller’s idea of the ‘trim tab’.
A trim tab for the city. A strategic intervention generating and
amplifying social, environmental, and economic advantages
for Londoners.
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Economic
advantages

Social
advantages

Advantages of Skyroom Homes
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A D VA N TA G E S

L A N D LO R D S

The following tables present a non-exhaustive list of these
advantages for cities and local authorities, landlords, and for
their current and future residents. Presented as a hierarchy
here, the ecosystem of positive impacts is, in fact, cyclical:
an improved quality for life for key workers alleviates
pressures managed at city-level.

Social

Environmental

Economic

Potential to create
630,000 homes in airspace across London.
10% of buildings are
suitable for upwards
extensions of several
storeys. 120

Preventing annual
emissions of
11.4T/CO2 by: off-site
construction, rapid
installation, generating
renewable energy,
and reducing public
transport journeys. 122

Generating a New
Homes Bonus
and Community
Infrastructure Levy.

Improving the
sustainability of vital
service provision.
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Realising sustainability
targets by reducing
the urban heat island
effect and the impact
of stormwater runoff and improving
air quality and urban
biodiversity. 122

Environmental

Economic

Improving incumbent
residents’ home
environment and
creating new homes
on-site.

Improving the energy
rating and reducing
utilities consumption
in existing buildings.

Creating capital
receipts for
reinvestment into
the estate.

Insulating properties
below rooftop gardens
by natural means.

Alleviating the cost
of providing more
homes for affordable
and market rates.

Fulfilling Section 106
and affordable housing
obligations.

C I T I E S A N D LO C A L G O V E R N M E N T

Mitigating poor public
health: low-quality
housing increases
the risk of moderate
to severe ill-health or
disability by up to 25%
during childhood and
adolescence. 121

Social

Creating additional
homes of mixed
tenures for all tenant
types.

Saving 75% energy
on the average UK
new build home when
built to Passivhaus
standard. 123

Enhancing the
property’s value
and yield.

Increasing the supply
of skilled labour for
council and public
sector employment
in the Borough.
Increasing Council Tax
Income and spending
with local businesses
by creating homes for
new residents.

Preserving local
heritage and protecting
the Green Belt by
treating airspace above
existing buildings as
brownfield land.
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EXISTING RESIDENTS

KEY WORKERS

Social

Environmental

Economic

Social

Environmental

Economic

Reducing disruption
caused by traditional
housebuilding methods
by spending 100x less
time on-site: homes
are manufactured offsite, then installed
in a single day. 124

Reducing energy
consumption and
carbon emissions by
14.6T/CO2 per person
per year. 122

Reducing energy bills
by using ‘home-grown’
renewable energy and
rooftop insulation: 25%
of building heat is lost
through the roof. 126

Providing affordable,
sustainable, beautiful
homes near to
inner-city workplaces.

Reducing energy requirements: when built
to Passivhaus standard,
homes consume 75%
less energy than
traditional models. 129

Relieving the cost
of commuting: 60%
of nurses gave
commuting as the
main factor causing
them to plan to leave
London. 131

Providing access to
rooftop gardens and
refurbishing communal
areas based on
need and residents’
requests.
Providing new homes
in the building/on the
estate during construction, if required.
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Improving air quality
in the neighbourhood
with planted rooftop
gardens: vegetation
intercepts PM10
particulates. 122
Supporting provision of
sustainable transport
infrastructure in local
area. 125
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Reducing the service
charge per resident.
Adding to the value
of existing homes.

Alleviating the stress
of long commutes and
high rents. 127
Improving mental and
physical wellbeing with
rooftop green spaces
and views from the
home. 128

Bringing shops and
services closer to
home, supporting local
economies.
Enabling more
sustainable transport
choices: only 10%
of nursing staff get
to work by foot or
bicycle. 130

Advantages of Skyroom Homes

Lifting people out of
fuel-poverty: Households are four times
more likely to struggle
with energy bills in
older homes than
in newer homes. 132
Maximising disposable
income by reducing
rents by providing
homes for key workers
via established
Registered Providers.
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6
SCALING
SKYROOM
B E YO N D
LO N D O N

‘Great cities are not static – they constantly
change and take the world along with them.’
E D WA R D G L A E S E R , T H E T R I U M P H O F T H E C I T Y

Scaling Skyroom beyond London

91

T H E A D VA N TA G E S O F S C A L E

Hundreds of major cities around the world are struggling
with the same problems as London – the lack of affordable,
sustainable, beautiful homes for key workers. The solution
Skyroom has identified could apply the ‘trim tab effect’ to
cities that are not making the most of their urban airspace.
The most appropriate places for expansion are existing
major cities in developed economies. Typically, these will have a

high cost of urban building land, a large number of structurally
sound flat rooftops with existing communal rooftop access,
detailed and accurate records of existing buildings suitable
for upwards extensions, planning policies which encourage
compact city development rather than urban sprawl, and
existing public pressure advocating for affordable housing..
The super-linear scaling of cities means that there
will be a 115% uplift in benefits and 85% efficiency saving
as Skyroom grows.

Ideal cities for Skyroom to expand to:

16

15

17
18

4

19
3

10 11
22
23

20 8

25

24
27

12

2

21

13
5

14
1

26

7

6

9

28
29

1
2
3
4
5
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London
New York City
Paris
Berlin
Madrid

6
7
8
9
10

Barcelona
Rome
Milan
Lisbon
Glasgow
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11
12
13
14
15

Edinburgh
Dublin
Manchester
Birmingham
Oslo

16
17
18
19
20

Helsinki
Copenhagen
Hamburg
Brussels
Turin

21
22
23
24
25

Marseille
Montreal
Toronto
Chicago
Boston

26
27
28
29

Scaling Skyroom beyond London

San Francisco
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
Houston
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‘SECRET’ MASTERPLAN

Skyroom will license the proprietary technologies and
methods, which will allow Skyroom’s business model to
expand to other cities, both nationally and internationally.
Skyroom’s Masterplan is to:

PHASE 3
PHASE 2

Form mutually
Deliver the first
beneficial
30 Skyroom homes partnerships with
in London.
London’s major
landlords to build
10,000 Skyroom
homes in London.
PHASE 1
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Capture learnings
from Phase 1
and Phase 2 to
license Skyroom
to other cities,
both nationally
and internationally.

Scaling Skyroom beyond London
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CONCLUSION

Skyroom is calling for change in the way we value our key workers
and view the city. This is an opportunity for London to lead the
way in providing affordable, sustainable, beautiful homes near
to where they work, so that key workers have the opportunity to
thrive in the city they support.
‘We rise by lifting others.’
Robert Ingersoll
We are at a critical point in London’s evolution. Rapid
increases in population have placed enormous pressures
on the city’s social, physical and economic infrastructure.
Housing is in short supply, leading to prices which only the
better-off and wealthy can afford.
Key workers find themselves priced out of the areas where
they work and forced to make lengthy commutes – a drain
not just on their income, but on their health, well-being, and
quality of life. The people who support the city, who keep its
citizens healthy, happy, educated and safe, find themselves
disconnected from their own communities without the energy
or time to spend with family and friends.
There is a way to provide key worker housing in the areas
where their skills are needed most. London’s rooftops are a
valuable untapped resource. With vision and ingenuity – and
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with collaboration between the public and private sectors –
we can unlock their potential to provide space for thousands
of new homes. By taking the crippling cost of land out of the
equation, it is possible to build new housing at a price which
is affordable to develop and affordable to live in on a key
worker’s salary.
This calls for a strategic change in the way we view the
development potential of the city: a shift in mindset whereby
private landlords, housing associations and public-sector
organisations learn to look upwards and to assess the assets
which have been hiding in plain sight. Many of these potential
sites are small, suggesting a series of incremental development
projects, each of which are appropriate to their context and
proportionate to their immediate neighbourhood. Each project
may be modest, but the cumulative impact could be huge.
Cities across the world are facing the same challenge. This
is an opportunity for London to lead the way and pioneer an
attitude which could help to make our cities fit for purpose,
not just for the current population but for generations to come.

Conclusion
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Please see Chapter 6 for a more detailed discussion of these benefits.

107 Jenrick 2020b

123 Passivhaus Trust n.d.

108 Jenrick 2020a
109 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 2020a

124 Traditionally, the time taken to build a home is a major cost and many projects are
never approved due to the disturbance to residents and neighbours from lengthy and noisy
onsite construction.

110 Jenrick 2020b

125 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 2012

111 Boys-Smith 2020

126 Estimated CO2 savings per 2-bedroom home:
   Using prefabricated homes: reduces CO2 and waste from building. One-off saving of
69.2T/ CO2 (Ref: How Bad Are Bananas, M. Berners-Lee (2010), Ecospace (2018)).
   Retrofitting energy inefficient buildings with rooftop insulation: 25% of building heat
is lost through the roof which is eliminated by insulation and green roofing. Recurring
annual saving of 2T/CO2 (Ref: Energy Savings Trust, 2011).

102 Greater London Authority 2016
103 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, 2017b
104 Department for Communities and Local Government, Fixing our broken housing market,
(London, 2017)
105 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 2018

112 Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, and The Rt Hon Chris
Skidmore MP 2019
113 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 2020b
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   Solar: 100% powered by solar PV and energy storage. Recurring annual saving of 1.2T/
CO2 (Ref: National Grid, IPCC (2013).
   Making cities denser: using underutilised rooftops which increases urban density and
reduces CO2 from resident location and lifestyle. Recurring saving of 11.4T/CO2/yr (Ref:
International Institute for Environment and Development (2009).
  Formula: (Total one-off saving in CO2 (“T”)+(Recurring annual saving in CO2 (“R”) x99
years (estimated lifetime of home) x Number of homes built (“N”) = Total T/CO2 saved by
Skyroom
  (T+(R 99)) × N = X
  (69.2+((2+1.2+11.4) × 99) = 1,514.6 T/CO2 saved per home built.
  1514.6 T/CO2 × N = X
127 Office for National Statistics 2014
128 Forest Research 2010
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